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from scheme commencement to 01 October 2009

1. Foreword
This is the second report of the RICS certification scheme under the Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD).
Energy efficiency is an increasingly important subject at the forefront of consumer
thinking. RICS is proud to support its members in providing consumers with better
information with which to make informed decisions on the energy efficiency of their
homes and work places.
RICS is pleased to be able to offer its members certification in each of the different
strands of EPBD.
I would like to thank all of the members of staff involved with this scheme, as well as
RICS’ software providers, all of whom have worked to make the schemes a success.
I look forward to another successful year of supporting improved energy efficiency.

Diane Telford
Director of Regulation Operations
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2. Review of the period

RICS Regulation has continued to develop its approach to a principles based
approach to regulating its members and firms. Following the implementation of the
new system of regulation in June 2007, this system has developed to meet the
principles of better regulation whilst adapting to the significant changes in the
financial and regulatory environment over the last 12 months.
RICS Regulation runs and administers its accreditation schemes as part of the wider
requirements of a professional body, and details of these wider responsibilities can
be found in the RICS Regulation Annual Report, Appendix 1 – to follow.
During the period under review there have been some significant changes, with the
departure of Teresa Graham from her role as Chair of the Regulatory Board, and an
increasing requirement to regulate outside the UK.
From an EPBD perspective, we have ceased to use XIT2 as a software provider, and
looked to develop our QA procedures and processes in light of the assistance
provided by the QA visits to RICS from Aecom.

3. Membership
RICS now has 121 accredited Home Inspectors, 532 Domestic Energy Assessors
and 175 Commercial Energy Assessors during the period that this report covers
(from commencement of the scheme to 01 October 2009).
Routes to accreditation for Home Inspectors and Domestic Energy Assessors include
the in-house SafeAs training courses run by RICS. Nearly 50% of applications have
come through this route.
RICS runs an APEL route for suitably qualified RICS members. We also accept
applications from those with ABBE, City and Guilds and NFOPP qualifications.
For Commercial Energy Assessors we also offer an APEL route to qualification. 90%
of applications to the accreditation scheme have come through this route.
Details of the numbers of assessors and their qualification route are detailed at
Appendix 2.
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4. Quality Assurance
RICS scheme members can lodge reports using either Property Tectonics software
or Quest software, (as previously mentioned Xit2 are no longer providing software
solutions to RICS). Property Tectonics carry out QA on the reports lodged using their
software and BRE QA reports lodged on Quest software.
RICS continues to consider whether one model carries an advantage over another,
and how the overall QA process can be improved in the future, to the benefit of the
public, RICS members and the RICS.
Full details of the different schemes have previously been provided to CLG and
Faber. A Report from PT is attached at Appendix 3.
A report of both customer complaints and accreditation scheme applications that
have been rejected is attached in Appendix 4.
RICS has recently conducted a business-wide review of data handling and
information security. The purpose of the review is to benchmark RICS against the
international standard 27001. The report on information security is attached at
Appendix 5.
The RICS Data Protection Act Guidelines were provided with last years report.

5. Finance
The RICS 2009 Annual Review and Financial Statements are attached at Appendix
6, to the Commercially Confidential part of this report.
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6. Who’s who
6.1 RICS Regulatory Board
Teresa Graham (Chairman)

David Dalby FRICS (Vice Chairman until
July 2008)
Tony Burton FRICS
Jeremy Day MRICS
Jon Lever FRICS
Laura Simons
David Woodcock FRICS

Guy Billington
Philip Clarke
Nigel Dight FRICS
Keith Richards
Julian Wildsmith

6.2 RICS Conduct Committee
Mary Symes (Chairman)
Andrew Crawford MRICS
Peter Defoe FRICS
Barbara Duffner
Anne Hinds MRICS
Hugh Kemsley FRICS
David Kyle
Peter North
Anne Seifert
Robert Swan FRICS
Roger Wilyman FRICS

Stuart Carvell FRICS
Hugh Cross FRICS
Peter Derrick
Sheila Hewitt
Paul Hutton FRICS
Corinna Kershaw
Jeffrey Marston
Barry Picken
Nigel Sutcliffe
Barrie Vincent FRICS

6.3 RICS Appeals Committee
Susan Bews (Chairman)
Lisa Ball
Jonathan Goolden
Martin Needler FRICS

Sarah Baalham
Lee Gledhill
John Hudson FRICS

6.4 RICS Scrutiny Panel
Philip Clarke (Chairman)
Stuart Carvell FRICS
Guy Billington

Susan Bews
Barry Picken
Roger Davies

6.5 Regulatory Communications Sub-Group
Laura Simons (Chairman)
Guy Billington
Jeremy Day MRICS
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6.6 RICS Regulation Staff
Steven Gould, Director of RICS Regulation
Diane Telford, Director of Regulation Operations

6.7 Contacts
John Hosie

Monitoring
Manager

jhosie@rics.org

020 7695 1692

Colette Best

Senior Policy
Officer

cbest@rics.org

020 7695 1783

Lydia McLeod

Monitoring
Administrator

lmcleod@rics.org

024 7686 8338
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Appendix 4
Applications Rejected
Typically applicants are rejected if they do not work for a Regulated firm, it is part of
the condition of joining the RICS schemes that members are part of a Regulated firm.
All firms complete an annual return and this enables RICS to regularly check on PI,
CHP, number of complaints etc.
Further detailed information can be provided if required.

Customer Complaints
The following details complaints received by RICS

1. Complaint received regarding the quality of an EPC lodged, complainant
advised to refer to the firm’s own CHP. Other complaints about the conduct
of this member have led to him being suspended from the register. The
Investigation of the members conduct is ongoing. Case 10097.
2. Complaint received as to the use of data collectors, and the report that has
been lodged. Referred to firms own CHP. Case 13156.
3. Complaint as to the member’s conduct when conducting an EPC. We are
currently waiting on the complainants permission to forward before pursuing
this further. Case 10094.
4. Complaint was that EPC was incorrect, no further details provided and case
referred to firms own CHP. Case 14765.
5. Case 14695. Not an EPC matter, refers to use of referrals by Estate Agents.
This was incorrectly coded on our systems.
6. Case 16194. Member has not paid the RICS application fee, we are pursuing
the monies outstanding, and the member has been removed from RICS
accreditation scheme.
7. Case 12558. Complaint related to the EPC, complainant has been advised to
refer to the firms CHP.

John Hosie
RICS Regulation
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